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Abstract 

Cloud Kitchen is a commercial space available to produce food, specifically for orders or delivery of the customers. Also 

known as virtual kitchen, shared kitchen, ghost kitchen, satellite kitchen.(Colpaart, 2019)India is been food loving country and 

Indian food reflects combination of various cultures and traditions. Success of Indian restaurants was because of growth of 

middle class customers with high disposable income, changing lifestyle and the availability of restaurants in nearby 

locality.(Keerley, 2019)Food industry is going through many innovations and restaurants are using high technology to promote 

their brands. One of the new trends observed is Cloud kitchen. (Loomba, 2019) Increasing internet penetration and supportive 

logistic or delivery system is helpful to customers.Current study discusses about the concept of Cloud Kitchen in India. 

Essentials for Cloud Kitchen initial setup. Various models in practice and challenges faced by the new sector are explained. 

Secondary data is used for the study, referred from various websites, articles, research papers and journals etc. Local circles 

conducted survey of about 27000+ customers in 218 cities in India referring to complaints received about the food delivery app 

is been studied in the research paper. 
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Introduction:  

India is been food loving country and Indian food reflects combination of various cultures and traditions. Success of Indian 

restaurants was because of growth of middle class customers with high disposable income, changing lifestyle and the 

availability of restaurants in nearby locality.(Keerley, 2019)Food industry is going through many innovations and restaurants 

are using high technology to promote their brands. One of the new trends observed is Cloud kitchen. (Loomba, 2019) 

Increasing internet penetration and supportive logistic or delivery system is helpful to customers. Till few years pizza was only 

food ordered online. The development in food ordering apps has increased online food ordering and home delivery. Increasing 

millennial population, use of smart phones, internet services and app based technology are promoting online food ordering. 

Increasing number of restaurants and food junctions/outlets are increasing customer base using online portals for the growth of 

business.(intelligence, 2020) According to Deloitte convenience is important for millennial order food online or dines out at 

least once or more than once in a month. 

The Concept of Cloud Kitchen: Cloud Kitchen is a commercial space available to produce food, specifically for orders or 

delivery of the customers. Also known as virtual kitchen, shared kitchen, ghost kitchen, satellite kitchen. (Colpaart, 2019) 

Cloud kitchen is restaurant kitchen which does not offer dine-in facility and accepts orders through online ordering system. 

Cloud Kitchen focuses on take away and customers ordered food through ordering app and cloud kitchen restaurants deliver 

the food to their doorsteps. 

A business or venture can run successfully without importance of location, ambience or infrastructure.Cloud Kitchen has an 

online existence, receive food orders online and deliver food at doorstep of customers. Curiosity to know how does this 

concept work and future of cloud kitchen in Indian food market made researcher study this topic in detail. Questions which 

arise, made to study the concept were, is cloud kitchen sustainable concept compared to traditional restaurants? Is the 

convenience factor driving the cloud kitchen business into profitability? What can be the operational issues arise with 

customers while handling the cloud kitchen. Scope of the research is related to the emerging concept of cloud kitchen in India 

and issues faced by customers while dealing with the online food orders. 

Literature Review: 

Social media platforms are used by most of the cloud kitchen ventures. Rise in use of social media has provided opportunity 

for the growth of cloud kitchen and increase in number of customers. Cloud kitchen attracts customers for its unique products, 

for the taste and quality of food, fast food items offered by some of cloud kitchen and easy availability at the doorstep (Nitesh 

Chouhan, 2019).Cloud kitchen concept is less expensive, cost effective, hassle-free and future is for home delivery food and 
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takeaway. Cloud Kitchen ventures advertise through social media marketing which is less costly compared to big hoarding and 

bill boards.(Kumar, 2019). 

Cloud Kitchen concept an emerging trend and modern phenomenon accepted around the world. Compared to restaurants and 

fast food outlets CAGR (compound Annual Growth rate) is noteworthy for cloud kitchen. Multi cuisine restaurants and chain 

of restaurant have started implementing the concept of cloud kitchen to be in the competition. Takeaway food outlets that don’t 

have dining facility in the premises set up cloud kitchens. Cloud kitchen works as food production team with space for food 

preparation and delivery at doorstep of customers or takeaway by customers.(H.M.Moyeenudin, 2020) 

Owners of restaurants have flexibility to run one or more brands using same resources, equipments, inventory and most 

important the infrastructure. Using Food delivery apps or websites cloud kitchen receives the order of food items online, 

processing the order received, staffing of the kitchen and delivering the order through delivery system owned by the self or the 

third party tie up. As most of the process is done online through mobile customer is unaware about the location of the kitchen. 

Strong online presence on social media with tie up for digital menus, photos, delivery, online ordering system, promotional 

offers, schemes and digital payment gateway for collecting payment of the food order from the customers are requirements of 

cloud kitchen. Cloud kitchen model can be operated through various models like Single kitchen with single brand, single 

kitchen with multiple brands, a single kitchen with multiple cuisines and brands, multiple kitchens and multiple brands, 

multiple cuisines (data, 2020). By year 2023 it is expected by most consulting reports that Indian Cloud Kitchen turnover will 

reach 1Billion US dollar. The Cloud kitchen market is becoming significant part of restaurant and food industry.(Machaknur, 

2020)In Past decade-commerce has seen rapid growth as customers are moving towards online sources. This shift towards 

online is for several reasons like market dependent, increase in disposable income, long working hours and long commuting 

time. Safety of electronic payments and increased use of internet, smart phones, more awareness about the e-commerce by the 

customers and increasing number of online retailers are some reasons.(Charlene Li, 2020) 

 

Objectives of the study: 

1) To study the concept of Cloud kitchen functioning in India 

2) To determine essentials to start cloud kitchen in India 

3) To evaluate advantages and challenges compared to traditional ways 

4)  To capture actual experience of customers who used the cloud kitchen. 

 

Functioning of Cloud Kitchen 

This is not totally new concept as pizza industry has been using online order and food delivery system from many years. Cloud 

Kitchen is delivery only model, is use of advance technology and response to change in consumer behavior.(Colpaart, 

2019).Cloud Kitchen can have their own online system like ordering app or online ordering website or can accept orders from 

various platforms of food delivery such as Zomato, Swiggy, Uber Eats, Dunzo etc.(Posist, 2019) Customers will place orders 

through food delivery app as above mentioned or restaurants own ordering system or website. Cloud kitchen receives the order 

and food /meal is cooked as per the order of the customer. The cooked food is packed properly and then delivery boys deliver 

the food to the customers doorstep. There are no waiters or seating arrangement or dinning is not there. Chefs work on food 

order and a person is there packing the food. If your kitchen is cooking best food in town and if you can reach people using 

promotions tools, marketing ideas you can serve customers online through the cloud kitchen concept.(Loomba, 2019) 

Essentials to start Cloud Kitchen: 

Kitchen Space: Space depends on how many food dishes are offered or the menus are offered. If you have experienced chef 

staff and thinking of big space between 800 to 1200 sq feet is needed. 

Kitchen Equipment’s: Equipment’s also depend on food we are offering, equipment needed may be a refrigerator, mixer 

grinder, oven, chimney utensils etc. 

Kitchen staff: As quality of food depends on chef who prepares food for kitchen, so need to hire efficient chef. One person will 

be needed to do packaging the food and one person for the billing work of food orders. 

Licensing: As per requirement of food and beverage industry, FSSAI License(Food Safety and Standards Authority of India) 

GST number and Shop Act license are mandatory documentsfor cloud kitchen. 

Software System: POS software to manage billing inventory and manage orders from various customers.(Restro App) 

Various Business Models in Cloud Kitchen: 

 The independent Cloud Kitchen. 

 The Multi-brand Cloud kitchen 

 The Hybrid Cloud Kitchen 

 Delivery App owned “ Shell” 

 Fully stacked Cloud Kitchen 

 Fully outsource Cloud Kitchen.      (Maggo, 2018) 

Advantages of Cloud Kitchen: 

Less Operational Cost: For restaurants operational cost is high because of need for prime location real estate costs are very 

high in all the cities, impacting the margin of profit for the restaurants. The trend of visiting restaurants for lunch or dinner is 

slowly fading as both husband and wife are working .they want to spend weekend time at home away from traffic and crowd. 

Cloud kitchen delivers ready food to the doorstep of the customers which saves to operating cost of restaurants space.  
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Pricing: Manytimes customer finds the restaurant food to be expensive comparatively cloud kitchen price are economical ,can 

effort customer  to order food daily as both spouses are working and don’t have time to cook food because of busy schedule. 

These customers never visit the kitchen so it does not need prime location, kitchen need to provide quality food at reasonable 

prices. 

Automation: Cloud kitchen instead of offering variety of menu offer limited simplified menu which may introduce 

automation in packaging and pre preparation activities are also automated which reduces the workload. Cloud kitchen startups 

are trying to find more technologies which will make full process of kitchen automated. 

Quality of Food:Restaurant food was traditional considered unhealthy because of lots of overhead restaurants were unable to 

bring quality food to dishes of the customers. Cloud kitchen focus more on the quality of the food as most of the customer’s 

order food on daily basis and quality is directly related to the health of the customers. Cloud kitchen market their food product 

with promise of better quality at same price or lower price of the restaurants.(Juneja, 2019) 

Challenges of Cloud kitchen: 

No personal contacts with customers:  To build customer relations you can’t talk to customers face to face to get real 

feedback, feedback you receive is through online mode which may not be genuine.  

Limited Customers: Compared to traditional restaurants or outlets there is no foot fall as people who use internet, smart 

phones and apps only order online food so such customers are limited to some extent in every location. People who are non-

techno savvy won’t be able to taste food of the kitchen. 

Limited presence compared to restaurants: Restaurants because of advantage of prime location or popularity of the their 

brand attract walk in customers in that area while is not applicable for cloud kitchen and need to make their presence on social 

media sites and various other popular apps which can attract customers but this advertising adds expenses to the business. 

(Posist, 2019) 

Technology Expenses: The biggest challenge with Cloud kitchen is technology cost which is higher because kitchens have to 

keep contacts with many food delivery apps , order received need to be communicated to kitchen which is nearest to the 

customers location .Monthly subscription for third party delivery app is also burden on wallet of Cloud kitchen.(Juneja, 2019) 

Hygiene:  There are many cases seen on social media where food delivered to customers was unhygienic. Problem with many 

kitchens is to save the cost of real estate, kitchen are set in unhygienic conditions. To serve the food which is edible kitchen 

need to be in hygienic conditions. Regular pest control of the premises, personal hygiene of the staff working for all the 

operations is the need. 

Food quality standards: Customers are attracted towards food because of high food quality standards and taste they want. No 

customers will order if food quality is detoriated.(Nanda, 2020) 

Research Methodology:Current study discusses about the concept of Cloud Kitchen in India. Essentials for Cloud Kitchen 

initial setup. Various models in practice and challenges faced by the new sector are explained. Secondary data is used for the 

study, referred from various websites, articles, research papers and journals etcLocal circlesconducted survey of about 27000+ 

customers in 218 cities in India referring to complaints received about the food delivery app. Following is analysis of various 

factors studied in survey. 

Timely delivery of food ordered: 

 

  

83% of the customers get delivery of food before one hour, 16% customers get delivery of food after 1 hour and 1% gets 

delayed for longer duration. 
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When it comes to quality of food, 30% customers i.e. 2106 people get same taste of food as it in restaurant. 53% people say 

quality of food gets a bit changed. 17% people experienced that quality of food has a significant change compared to food 

served in the restaurant. 

Billing experience when food is ordered online: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When ordered food online and billing experience were recorded 68% people found billing was accurate, 22% of people found 

difference in billing and 10% didn’t bother to pay attention about the accuracy of billing. 

Reason to order the food through online App 
 

 

 

 

 

81% people order food online for convenience, 14% people take advantage of offers and discount and 5% people order to 

search better option than the earlier order. 

Packaging of Food Delivery ordered Online: 
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With packaging of food delivery 59% people are satisfied with the packaging,14% appreciate the packaging and 27% said they 

are not satisfied with packaging of the food delivered. 

Missing Food Items in Food order delivery: 

 

 

 

61% of the respondents said food items ordered were as per order nothing was missing. 34% respondents found some or other 

food item missing in the delivery order and 5% respondents didn’t bother to check whether it is missing. 

Experience with Delivery person: 

 

 

 

56% people had average experience with delivery person,39% experienced good behavior of the delivery person while 5% say 

delivery person was rude and inflexible with them. 

Preference while ordering food online 
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 (Gupta, 2019) 

Preference followed by respondents while ordering food online was as follows: 

37% people preferred type of restaurant,36% people look after the deals offered by various apps,12% prefer for whom they are 

ordering either for family, Guests, other special persons.9% order as per occasion like festival, party or special guests. 6% 

prefer speed of the delivery of the food by the e-commerce companies. 

 

Findings:  

After studying the concept, it is been observed the concept of cloud kitchen been a modern way is familiar to people in form of 

home delivery of pizza’s and some of the restaurants too accepted orders for home delivery in nearby area and even  pick up 

facilities for the convenience of customers. 

Basic requirement to run a cloud kitchen is similar to restaurant kitchens with kitchen appliances and essentials like food 

processors, refrigerators, microwaves and gas stoves. When it comes to licensing license from FSSAI, Shop Act License and 

GST number are the basic requirement. 

Some of the challenges faced by cloud kitchen are, they are not in contact with customers  for direct feedback, suggestions and 

build relation with them. As this concept has limit of online users, people who are non-savvy to use internet will not get 

attracted and never order, were traditional restaurants have footfall of unknown customers. Updates and changes in technology 

can be expensive matter for the small venture cloud kitchens. To serve the food which is edible kitchen need to be in hygienic 

conditions, regularly do pest control and maintain personal hygiene of the working staff. Cloud kitchen need to maintain high 

food quality standards consistently, failure to do say may get major setback in the business. 

As per survey conducted by Local circle following were the results of the survey: 

Customers received food delivery in the time span of one hour, 17% of the respondent got it delayed more than one hour. Food 

served in the restaurant and food packed, transported to some distance changes the taste of food or the quality level is been 

noticed by people. People who are price sensitive expect transparency in the billing, 22% found difference in the billing. 

Convenience is the major reason to order food online followed by advantage of schemes, offers by various apps. 

73% respondents are happy with the packaging of food items received while 27% are unhappy about the packaging.34% 

people found some of the food items missing during the delivery which is a concern for cloud kitchen. Behavior of delivery 

people is average as per 56% respondents while 5% respondents found them rude and inflexible. 

The consumer survey shows consumers are satisfied with the service provided by the food delivery apps and sites, but want 

their problems to be addressed. Food regulation authorities and FSSAI can ensure approved and audited restaurants are listed 

on the apps/website.(Gupta, 2019) 

 

Suggestions/Recommendations:  

 Reasons for delay in food delivery need to be studied, time and motion study can be applied. 

 Better packaging material and other good options need to be found out by kitchen services to preserve the quality and taste 

of the cooked food which is delivered. 

 Transparency in billing needs to be maintained with no hidden charges or extra delivery charges not mentioned on website or 

app. Customers can be informed to SMS about the billing details and email the receipts for record. 

 Convenience is the better option for the customers rather to go in crowded places and get stuck in heavy traffic jam this can 

also be highlighted in apps and to attract more customers discounts, schemes, memberships and combo packs are the 

alternative options. 

 Negligence to deliver complete order of food items order is an offense and it need to be rectified by proper communication 

with delivery boys. Delivery people can be trained in the free time,the basic etiquettes to deal with customers when delivering 

the food orders. 

 

Conclusion: Major transformation is seen in restaurant industry, cloud kitchen is new invention for the industry and 

consumers. A segment which was neglected by traditional restaurants created market niche and is expanding the market to 

benefit the restaurant industry.  

Compared to a start a new restaurant, essentials to start a cloud kitchen are very low and cost efficient reason is cloud kitchen 

need not be at prime location with good ambience and dining facility because location of cloud kitchen is not important for 

customers as they get food delivered at the door step. Operational cost to run cloud kitchen is comparatively very less as to a 

restaurant.When it comes to pricing of the food dishes, cloud kitchen dishes are economical in some cases, which is affordable 

for working class people who order food on daily basis as an meal.Automation has been advantage for the cloud kitchen as 

orders are placed online and new technology has made it easier to locate customer through various maps and routes available 

on internet.Quality of food is the USP for the cloud kitchen and can attract customers on basis of quality and taste of food 

served. 
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